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Summary
The costs of care in the U.S. are very high, in part because care is relatively uncoordinated. To begin to address this and other issues, health care reform was passed, including the notion of accountable care. Under accountable care arrangements, providers are at risk for the costs of the care they provide to groups of patients. Evaluation of costs has made it clear that a large proportion of these costs are in the post-acute setting, and also that many specific problems such as adverse events and unnecessary readmissions occur following transitions. However, the electronic health records of today do not provide a great deal of assistance with the coordination of care, and even the best organizations have relatively primitive systems with respect to care coordination, even though communication is absolutely central to better coordination of care and health information technology (HIT) is a powerful lever for improving communication. This paper identifies specific gaps in care coordination today, presents a framework for better coordinating care using HIT, then describes how specific technologies can be leveraged. Also discussed are the need to build and test specific interventions to improve HIT-related care coordination tools, and the key policy steps needed to accomplish this.
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Care Today Is Largely Uncoordinated
The costs of healthcare in the U.S. are far too high, and yet objective measures show that quality and safety are low, which has resulted in low-value care [1]. The rising costs have led to attempts to reduce care expenditures, notably recently through the passage of the Accountable Care Act. A major target of this legislation was to improve the proportion of the population with health insurance, which it did successfully. It has been criticized, though, for not sufficiently tackling the issue of cost.

Another major goal of the legislation was to enable the establishment of Accountable Care Organizations (ACOs). The concept of ACO legislation is that it will enable organizations to contract to deliver care for groups of patients for a fixed price. When costs are examined however, one of the emerging key findings is that approximately 70% of costs occur outside of hospitals. This leads to the conclusion for ACOs to be successful in managing costs they will need to do so across the continuum, including sectors, where they have had little input historically, including long-term, post-acute, and home care, as well as the outpatient setting.

This paper begins by making the assertion and reviews some of the evidence suggesting that care today is largely uncoordinated, then identifies a number of specific gaps, presents a framework for better coordinating care using HIT, then describes how specific technologies can be leveraged and the need to build and test specific interventions, and then finally discusses the policy needs in this area.
care transitions were also important. Today’s EHRs have substantial deficiencies in all these areas.

Our group did a national evaluation of how well HIT was being used to support care transitions across settings [10]. We expected to find some exemplar organizations which had sophisticated tools for managing these, and did find some organizations which appeared to be performing better than others, but in every instance this was occurring largely with “high touch” human involvement and without leveraging technologies. We did however find that some HIT tools were being used within one healthcare setting to prepare for transitions of care.

**Key Gaps**

With respect to medication reconciliation, some good electronic tools for managing medication have been built (Figure 1), but they are not yet in wide use [11]. Furthermore, it will be essential to bring dispensing or “fill” data into these tools in a relatively seamless way, which has not been done except within closed systems.

Similarly, tools to enable the tracking of laboratory tests (Figure 2) have been developed in a few systems [12], but are not yet routinely available. They should enable at least the following functions: they should group results by provider, prioritize them according to degree of abnormality, and make it easy for providers to rapidly generate a message to the patient about the results. In addition, population-level tools are needed to be able to aggregate certain tests results (e.g. abnormal Pap smears and high Prostate Specific Antigen or PSA), so that one individual can be tasked with ensuring that 100% of these receive appropriate follow-up.

Communicating across care settings represents a major opportunity—clearly, data exchange will help with this—but implementing additional HIT communication tools could have a very big impact. Today, EHRs do not routinely track who is part of the team caring for the patient, or who a patient’s specialists may be. Many tools available today also do not show whether or not a given individual is available at work. Not knowing this information leads to many of the “dropped balls” or incomplete tasks in today’s systems.

The issue of care plans is also centrally important [13]. Most EHRs today do not include a place to develop, store, and share a care plan, and there is a lack of widespread agreement about what should be included in a care plan. Robust standards in this area would be helpful. Most prior work has come from nursing, but truly multi-disciplinary care plans will be needed if we are to get to a better place in care coordination.

Referrals also represent a major gap. EHRs often enable providers to generate referrals, but they are mostly “open-loop” requests and do not typically include tools to ensure that important referrals actually occur—it is left to the referrer to follow up, which often does not happen. For many referrals, this is not very important, but if a patient has a breast mass for example it is critical to ensure that she receives appropriate follow-up. The next generation of referral tools should also enable “electronic curbsides,”—the ability to ask a specialist for advice without sending the patient - as some patients may not need an appointment with a specialist if a question can readily be addressed, reducing costs and overcrowding at specialists. These tools could also help ensure that patients get to the best specialist for their specific problem. Many specialists focus on very narrow areas, and it can be hard for primary care providers to find the best fit for their patients.

Yet another opportunity is improved communication within teams for complex patients—within Medicare populations, only about 5% of patients account for 50% of costs [14]. This group of patients requires intensive attention from a team—which will include their primary care provider and associated team members, specialists, likely a care coordinator, and perhaps a behavioral health provider or a pharmacist. This entire group needs to be able to communicate better than they do today—to see the care plan, to message each other, and to have synchronous and asynchronous conversations about goals, and progress or lack thereof. A similar set of issues exists for complex inpatients—with many providers caring for these patients and the norm being highly fragmented communication.

A related issue that organizations have not leveraged is the finding that nearly all patients have what has been called a “care partner,” even though they may not have a care-giver [15]. A care partner is someone, who will help a patient when they need assistance, for example after a surgical procedure or colonoscopy, and often are relatives or friends. These care partners
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Leveraging Technologies

One of the great strengths of information technology is that it can enable communication. But much of the technology in use today in healthcare is very old—substantial quantities of information are still faxed, and paging is still in routine use. There are innumerable opportunities to improve communication within care teams and with potential new collaborators, including free text, structured text, videoconferencing, and microblogs, to name just a few. The use of mobile technology in healthcare is also in its infancy.

Many use cases exist where HIT would offer advantages. For example, it should be made easy for providers to set up a secure videoconference with their longitudinal patients. Another example is providers trying to refer a patient to a specialist colleague. Today they usually can’t readily find out exactly what type of referrals the specialist may be seeking or what their availability for referrals is.

Interventions

There is a clear need to build and test interventions to improve care coordination. One example of an intervention which targets this area is a toolkit our group has built for the PROSPECT trial [18], which is attempting to improve outcomes in intensive care and in general care units. The tools built include a patient-centered toolkit, which the patient or care partner can access and which includes information about the plan of care and goals of care visible to the entire care team. In addition, we have developed a microblog function, so that anyone on the team including the patient or the care partner can ask a question, anyone can respond, and everyone in the care team can see what the responses of the others have been [18].

Many other interventions are being tested internationally which include HIT and partly address care coordination. One example is two linked trials to improve care for patients with depression and cardiovascular disease risk in the UK [19]. Another example is the Finnish Geriatric Intervention Study to prevent cognitive impairment and disability [20]. The issues involved vary substantially.
by setting. For example, outside the hospital, access to information about community resources, such as substantial abuse treatment and mental health care, represents a particular challenge. Many such interventions need to be designed and tested, in a variety of settings.

Policy Needs

The first need in this area is support for research on improving care coordination within the context of electronic health records and medical homes. This should be supported through the Agency for Healthcare Policy and Research and the National Library of Medicine—multiple experiments are needed, especially within the context of medical homes, and some should be done in locations, where health information exchange is occurring, as one of the key needs is better communication. Once robust tools have been developed, the Center for Medical Aid and Medicare Innovation (CMMI) could promote their spread. In addition, the Office of the National Coordinator should support further development of standards in this area, especially but not exclusively for care plans. The Continuity of Care Document (CCD) summarizes the clinical information for a patient, and is the main approach being used to exchange information between EHRs. How well it works, though, for care coordination is uncertain. The strengths and weaknesses of the CCD standard should also be explored through this lens—while organizations can increasingly create CCDS, it is unclear about how well they support care coordination needs, and what modifications or extensions might be helpful. Adoption of such tools is likely to be closely linked to broader health care reform initiatives, in particular the implementation of accountable care or other payment approaches that place providers at risk, especially for care outside the walls of the hospital.

Conclusions

If organizations want to succeed in improving quality and reducing costs, providing better with care coordination is one of the most important keys. However, the electronic health records of today do not yet truly enable care coordination. Even the leading U.S. organizations in care coordination do not yet have robust electronic tools for doing this—making this a key frontier for clinical informatics.
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